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DecisioJ38' 11 026 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC, UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE' OF CALIFORNIA 

In· the Hatter of the Application of ) .' ~rUil :IUT.·~· 'n~'(.).Ui'fl!~,q 0.n! 
Pacific Bell (U-1001-C), a corpora- ) I. [I U\Jwl.!::J 
tion,.tor authority to adopt a ) Application 8- 1'- ., 
Provisional Tariff to- ofter Six ) (Filed JUly S" 1988;) 
Basic'Service Elements through a ) 
Market Trial.' .) 

-------------------------------) 
PPXHIOH 

·lKlckgroWld 
By it~ application, Pacific Bell (Pacific) seeks 

authority to. conduct a two-year market trial of six Basic service 
Elements CBSEs) under a provisional tariff. pacific requests~ 
parte approval of its proposed Market Trial. 

" 
The six BSEs to. be introc1uced by this application 

represent Pacific's. initial introduction of services. designed· to. 
implement the goals of Open Network 'Architecture CONA). The 
Federal communications Commission (FCC) developed the ONA concept 
in its Computer III proceeding.1 The FCC proposed to. allow the 
Bell Operating Companies. (BOcs), inclUding PaCific, to. otfer 
enhanced services without creating a separate subsidiary" i.e., 
without *structural separation.· The. FCC has allowed that local 
exchange companies can locate equipment used in providing enhanced 
services in their telephone company o.f:fices and can integ:ate those 

. 
1 Amendment o.f section 64.702 of the CQ1Dlllissiop's Rules and 

RegulAtions (Third computer Inquiry), CC Docket 8.5-2'29, Ehase I, 
B§Rort and Qrder, 104 F .. C.C .. 24 958 (198&):.~morandum Opin19D and 
O~er on Reconsideration, 2 F .. C.C. Rcd. 303~ (1987): Order Qn 
·Further Reconsideration, Released,. February 13, 1985: CC Docket 
85-229, Phase .II, ,Report and Orde;z:, 2 F.C.,C .. Rcd. 3072' (198.7): . 
Mgmorandum Qpinion and ord§r on RecQnaideration, ~eleaBed 
February 18, 19S5·. (appellate review pending) • .. 
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services into their basic network operations. To avoid,the 
competitive advantage this cou14 give BOCs over other fir.ms"the 
FCC ordered the BOCa to, develop new forms ot interconnection to· 
provide competitors with 'comparably efficient' arrangements and 
other safeguards. The ONA framework is a part of several different 
nonstructural safeguards adopted by the FCC in its Computer Inquiry 
III rules to- allow the BOCa to provide enhanced services without 
structural separation. These safeguards inclUde rules for 
allocating costs to. regulated and unrequla~ed services (FCC Part 
64), network infor:mation disclosure requirements, and rules for the 
handling of customer Proprietary Network Information (CPNI).. The 
ONA plans are intended to provide a comprehensive scheme for 
allowing enhanced service competitors to gain access to, current and 
evolving network functions useful tor those competitors' services. 
When approved, the ONA plans provide ·permanent· relief from the 
structural separation requirements of Computer Inquiry II .. 
Compuably Efficient Interconnection (CEI) plans can also.·be filed 
as interim measures to allow a BOC to obtain service-by-service 
approval ot relief trom structural separation on a demonstration 
that network functions specific to. eaCh service are available on a 
nondiscriminatory basis. Thus, the FCC ordered that the BOCs 
develop and tile plans to. provide ONA. 

ONA and CEl are intended to serve two prinCipal goals ot 
the FCC: to, promote the development ot enhanced services and" to 
provide safequarcls against anticompeti tive behavior by the BOCs. 
Through CEl and ONA, one ot the FCC's. strategies is to. require the 
BOCa, to unbunclle the bottleneck functions or BSEs, needed by 
enhanced service competitors into individual builclingbloeks or 
BSEs., and. to provide these BSEs on the same terms and conditions to 
competitors as well as 'its affiliated enhanced service operation. 
~a unbundlinq"',is intended to. assure competitors access to any 
network fUnction they need _ while paying, -.sma for the tunctions they 
need .. " 'The legal and regulatory backqro~d to the FCC~. Computer 
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Inquiry III and the ONA tramework is s~ject to considerable 
uncertainty. This commission has joined with a number of other 
parties in appealing- the action ot the FCC in preempting state 
requlation ot enhanced services and prohibitinq structural 
separation rules tor the BOCs. This review is currently pending 
betore the United states Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals~ and its 
outcome could bave a major impaCt on the scope of authority ot this 
commission over intrastate enhanced services policies. 

In addition; the CEl and ONA rules ot the FCC' are yet to. 
be fully defined much less tully implemented, and as a result,. are 
subject to additional uncertainty. Finally, the participation ot 
the BOCs in the provision ot enhanced services, whether on a 
separated or unseparated basis, has :been suJ)j'ect to· restrictions 
imposed by the united states District Court tor the District o~ 
Columbia under the AT&T Consent Decree. These restrictions have 
:been partially litted by that court (Consent Decree Court) in 
recent decisions, but the Court retains some jurisdiction over 
antitrust and other public interest matters pertaining to enhanced 
services. A description ot the six BSEs at issue in this 
application will be discussed in the section to tollow .. 

Five timely protests llXlder Rule S .. 1 et seq. ot our :Rules 
of Practice and Procedure were filed by Calitornia Bankers Clearin~ 
House Association (CBCHA)~ HCI Telecommunications corporation 
(Mel), Telephone Answering Services. ot california, Inc. (TASe), US 
Sprint Communications Company and. Telenet Communications 
corporation (Sprfnt/Telenet), and Toward utility Rate Normalization 
(TORN). :In ad<1ition,. a letter dated Auqust 17, 1988', was received 
trom Telecommunications Association (TCA) supporting, the'protest ot 
CBCHA.· All protestants obj ect to ex parte treatment ot this 
~pplication. 

Pacitic responded to allot the above protests.. On 
August 16-, 1988, Pacific responded to the protests. of MCI and' . . . , 

CBCBA... On Auqust 2Z~ 1.98S, Pac1ric responded to the protests. ot 
., .. ' .... 
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Sprint/Telenet, 'l"CRN, and TASC. By letter dated. Auqust26-, 1988,. 
Pacific objects to. the commission's consideration of TCA's ' . 
August 17, 1988.1etter, characterizing it as a late-file4protest. 
However, Pacific did respond substantively to the issues raised. in 
TCA's letter. 

On September 1, 1988, the Division of Ratepayer Advocates 
(DRA) filed. comments on Pacific's application concurring in ~ 
parte treatment so- long as certain conditions were met. Those 

, conditions will be discussed in a later section of this c1ec:Lsion~ 
Description o:r the Proposed llarket 
TriAl Introducing Six BSES 

t1nder Pacific's proposal, the six BSEs,. described in 
detail below, will be offered. to enhanced· service providers. 
(ESPs.) who,. in turn, will use the BSEs in the provision of their 
own service offerings to end users. 

':he BSEs can be differentiated. by the type of access 
associated with them. The first four BSEs discussed :below are 
associated with end user access to. a Pacific· central office. The 
ES~ must take 4%l order from its end user and place that order with 
Pacific. Pacific proposes that the ESP be responsible for all 
ordering including disconnects, for customer education and for the 
payzent of all BSE charges. 2' (pacific's application p.. 7 ~) 

The last twoBSEs (Nos. S and &) are associated with ESP 
access. Accordinq to Pacific, both require that a series 3002 data 
channel be provided between the ESP' and the central office serving 
the ESP. Pacific contends an ESP' (or the end user) must also order 
a multiline hunt qroup-arrangement available through Pacific's 
existing exchange tariffs for the last BSE, the Forwarded Call 

2 . currently, the same functions performed by these four BSEs are 
directly . available. to end users through existing Pacific tariffs,. 
i.e., COMMSTAR of:rerinqa_ 
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Information":'-Mul tiple 'Osers, t~ function. The ESP" must be 

preselected by the end user. ~he six BSEs are summarized here: 
1. call E2rwarding Busy Line 

'rhe service allows the ESP to have its 
customers' (the end users) incominq calls 
redirected to. the ESP's nWDber when its 
customers' telephones are busy. 

2. QAll Forwarding Don't Answer 

~s service allows the ESP to. redirect its 
customers' incoming calls after a specific 
number of rinqs to. the ESP's number. 

3. QAll Forwarding Busy Line/pon't Answer 

This is a combination of Services 1 and 2" 
above_ calls are forwarded to the ESP's 
number when either the busy or don't answer 
condition is encountered.. 

4 • 

5. 

Message waiting Indicator 

7his service allows the ESP's customers to 
receive an audible stutter dial tone on 
their lines. The stutter dial tone 
indicates to. the customer that messages are 
waiting with the ESP.. The customer then 
calls the ESP fer the' meSSAges. 

Actiyate Message waiting lndicatgr 

, 'rhe service permits the ESP" to. activate and 
deactivate the stutter dial tones. on each 
of its customer's lines. Once the customer 
goets its meSSAges trom the ESP, the ESP 
sends Pacific a signal to. turn otf the 
stutter dial tone on the customer's line 
until the next time messages are stored for 
that customer. 

6. Forwarded CAil Information-Multiple Users 

This service passes information al:>out the 
call forwarded to the ESP. It provides' 
delivery of the calling number, the called 
number, the reason the ESP' received the 
c:al.l, and identifies the multiline hunt. ' 

...... 
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group assigned to, the end user's line. The 
BSE also· allows the ESP to. turn on the 
stutter dial tone. ' . 

Pacific 'contends that its proposed Market Trial conforms 
with the guidelines set out in the Technology Test and Market Trial 
Guidelines adopted ~y this commission in Resolution T-llOS~, dated 
December 3, 1986. Pacific selected 30 central o.ffices in four 
LATAs to. participate in its Market Trial. The LATAs are Los 
Anqeles, sacramento, san D1egro, and San Francisco.. Pacific chose 
these locations based on facility capacity, anticipated demand, and 
to mllinuin cont.i9Uous qeographieal areas with each o.f the Market 
Trial LATAs (Pacific Application p. 5). 

pacific proposes to use four different price po.ints (one 
fol:' each LATA) for the length o.f the Market Trial in order to
evaluate assumptions made in forecastinq market demand for these 
services.. Pacific states that the trial prices combine differently 
the nonrecurring eharqes and monthly rates to recover the costs ot 
provid.inq the six BSEs. At or ))afore the conclusion of the Market 
Trial,. Pacific intends to. compile the market intelligence itqains 
in order to set prices for the permanent BSE tariffs to be filed by 
Advice Letter. Pacific believes its proposal meets the intent of 
the Commission's Market Trial definition: ·[tJhe trialinqof a 
service that provides potential customer benefit in a limited 
marketplace to. determine (1.) end user willinqness to pay and 
(2) actual demand VB. expected demand.· (.Resolution T-11083~ 
p. 4.) 

Pacific requests to otter these six BSEs through a two-
year prOVisional tariff. Pacific intends to submit interfm, ' 
trackinq results to- the commission Advisory and Compliance Division 
(CACO) every six months starting nine months after the trial's 
et'tective date until the conclusion of the trial, in compliance 
with our xar)(:et Trial quidelines... Pacific states. it will: notify
the Commission, in writing, it' it intends tomod1ty 'or cancel· the 
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trial. Pacific claims that any ESPa participating in, the trial 
will be g'iven "adequate"- written notice before the trial is 
modified or canceled •. (Pacific's Applicationp. &.) 
Xsaues. Raised, By Protestants 
And PAcitic's Responses 

All the protestants object to ex parte treatment of this 
application, instead requesting outriqhtdenial ot the application 
or hearings on certain issues. Since several protestants raised 
the same concerns, we will summarize their positions by topic 
rather than by party. Pacific's responses to< the protestants' 
arguments will also be s1lmMrized by topic. In addition to these 
topics, we will address in our discussion protestants' concerns not 
rebutted by Pacific. 

XS the .arltet trial. premature qive.n the 
status of Pacitic's ONA plan at the FCC? 

Sprint/Telenet, MCI, CBCHA, and. TORN all argue that it is 
premature for this commission to consider this application because 
Pacific's ONA plan has not yet received FCC approval. Protestants 
expect that the _ FCC will require some modifications of, or ,rej,ect 
in its entirety, Pacific's ONA plan given the "intense criticism" 
levelled at it.. (MeI Protest,. p. 4.) The protestants argue that 
since Pacific must comply with guidelines ultimately adopted by the 
FCC, the provisional tariff requested here could be inappropriate 
if changes to Pacific's ONA plan are ordered. The protestants urge 
that the commission refrain from acting on Pacific's application 
until the FCC issues a tinal decision in its proeeedinq on 
Pacific's ONA plan. 

Similarly, protestants express" concern that a "piecemeal" 
approach to ONA issues and BSE provision will allow. Pacific to 
avoid 'effective regulatory review and prevent this Commission from 
eduCatin~ itsel~ regarding, broader policy issues involved .with 
these. services. CBCHA, aeJcnowledges- that it does not)lave a 
tremendous interest iDthese specific BSEs, but is terrJbly 
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concerned that future BSEs., in which it has a qreat interest, will 
likewise be handled in a piecemeal ~ashion. (CBCHA Protest" pp-. 
3-4.) 

Pacific denies that its filing' is. premature. Paci~ic 

argues there is no requ.irement that this Commission wait until the 
FCC has approved its ONA plan. Pacific points out that the FCC 

speci~ically established a proced.ure tor the ofterinq of enbanced. 
services by the BOCs prior to the approval ot ONA plans. The FCC 
required each BOCto first implement CEl for that service'pursuant 
to an approved. plan.3 Pacific's CEl plan for voice mail services 
has been approved. by the FCC. FUrther r Pacific asserts. that any 
changes. ordered by the FCC to. Pacific's ONA plan will take into 
account the tact that BOCa will have introduced BSE otterinqs in 
their respective state jurisdictions, as was contemplated: in the 
ONA plans themselves. (Pacific's Response to HCI and CSCHA, p. 3.) 

Finally, Pacific states that Hel has criticized the delay 
in introducing BSEs before the FCC. Pacific points to· the 
inconsistency of MCI's position on the one hand, complaininq about 
delay, and. on the other band, CAusing delay by tiling its protest. 

Sboul.dthe prices. ~o:r the services in 
the JfarMt Trial be regg!r5. to be cost-based? 

sprint/Telenet,. MCI, CBCHA, and TORN all object .to the 
proposed differentiated pricinq of the BSEs in the Market Trial. 
'l'he protestants believe the prices should be cost based. TORN 

expresses concern.that some ot the BSES will be offered below cost 
because the proposed price schedules ditfer so widely trom-the 
currently tariffed rates for essentially the same. services. ~ .. 
believes that Paciticshould prove that ell the BSEs will not be 

.. 3 Aendment ot bcction 64-702 ot the Commission's RUles And . 
RegulAtions Third komRuter Inguiry, iGOrt ADd Qrde;:, 104 F.C.C. 24· 
958, para·.' 1150 (198&). . 

, .. ~;. . 
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subsidized by other ratepayers before the commission approves the 
Market Trial. I • 

T.be other protestants are also adamant about cost-based 
pricin~ for the BSEs, but ~or different reasons. For example,MCl 
believes that the price variations proposed for the Market'l'rial 
will allow Pacific to manipulate market demand and therefore' the 
outcome of the trial to achieve results that will ~ive an advanta~e 
to: its own enhanced service products... Likewise, Sprint/Telenet 
speculate that one of Pacitic'sHarket Trial objectives mi~ht.be to 
measure bow bi~h prices need to be set to squelch competitive 
demand. 

The protestants ur~e that Pacific must employ cost-based 
pricin~ for its BSEs.. Otherwise, they contend, Pacific will have 
unwarranted levera~e over a competing' ESP's -costs,. and could use 
that leverage in a discriminatory and anticompetitive manner. 

Pacific responds by pointin~ out there is. no- FCC 
requirement to- use cost-based pricinq for BSEs. In fact,. Pacific 
argues. that the FCC has acknowledqed that the states will be 
determining- pricing issues for ONA services.. Pacific reters to a 
recent FCC recognition of the role ot the states in approvinq the 
rates and other terms of particular CEl offering'S and BSEs.4 

Paci'!ic -concludes that there is no requirement that the Market 
Trial BSEs be priced solely based on cost. 

Should the BSBa· he available 
to BSPs only? 

Mel: and Sprint/'relenet, and 'rCA in its letter, obj:ect to 
what. appears to :be a restriction on the availability o~ the BSEs" to 
enhanced service providers only. MCI expresses a concern. that,' as 

" Amendment of sections 64. 702 o~ the Commission'. Rules (Third 
Com.puter Inquiry), Memorandum, Opinion and Order, CC Docket No. 85-
229, FCC 87-102, R.l~d May 22", 1987, para. 13-3-).. . 
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an interexchange carrier it will encounter difficulty obtaining 
BSEs even in support of enhanced services it might provide. (MCI 
Protest, p. 9.) Sprint/'l'elenet questions why there is any need. to, 
isolate the applicability of the BSE tariffs to ESPs, and suggests' 
that Pacific's long-run intention as expressed in its FCC ONA plan 
tiling is to require ESPs to move trom relatively inexpensive basic 
business. line rates to higher charges for exchange access. 
(Sprint/'relenet Protest, pp. 15-16.) 

In its'response to MCI, Pacific essentially acknowledges 
through re~erenee to its propoaedtari~~ that BSE purchasers will 
be limited to- ESPs, but argues that HCI's concern is -refuted by 
the fact that to the extent MCX is an ESP ••• it may purchase BSEs.

(Pacific Response'to HCI, p. ~.) Paci~ic further arques that it 
needs to limit the availability of BSEs to- ESPs so' that it can meet 
ita nondiscrimination reporting requirements tor the FCC, and so 
that it can determine whether it is meeting ESP's needs. (~acific 

Response to 'l'ORN, et al .. , p. 11.) 

Should Pa~ic be al.l.owed to- teJ:aiDate 
or ~ the Karltet ~ on ita 
own initiatiye? 

Protestants raise concerns about the timing and duration 
o~ the Market Trial, and speci~ically object to the anticompetitive 
potential of Pacific having the discretion to discontinue or change 
the terms of the trial at its own initiative. ,(CBCHA. Protest, 
p. 6.) TORN' suggests that Pacific should be required to specify: 
its notification plans tor ESPs in the event Pacific decides to 
terminate the trial. before the scheduled date .. 

Pacific responds by stating that the latitude'to modify 
or cancel the trial is specifically 'permitted· by the Guidelines for 
Conduetinq Technology Tests and Market Trials. 

I~' ", J • " ~ • ,: j , 

" 
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Wil1 the aa;rket intelligence gleaned by 
Pacific as a BSE provider ))e available 
to Pa~ie eDhaDced services' ~DDe1, 
resulting iJLon unfair COIlJ)eti.tJ.D:. advantoge? 

CBCHA and other protestants argue that Pacific will have 
an untair competitive advantage over other ESPs. Pacific will have 
knowledge both as to- the total demand for its BSE products as well 
as the total demand for its own enhanceci services. With this. 

information, Pacific will be able to cieduce the relative success or 
tailure ot its competitors' own market trials, if and. to the extent' 
such competitors actually use the Market Trial BSEs. 

Pacific responds that it will not sbare any information 
-related to. nonaffiliated ESP' operations with its own ESP". However, 
Pacific qives no details of how this will be prevented_ 

Will Pacl11c ))e the priJlary' beneficiary of the 
·aiD9'le gmtrAI office- in its &rltet 'l'rial? 

TASC- asserts that the six BSEs will principally be of use 
to Pacific's. ESP. affiliates because of the following- proposed· 
tariff requlation: 

irA customer's end user can only call forward to 
an ESP's seven (7) digit number within the same 
serving central oftice." (Proposed Tariff 
section 5.11.1 c.1 b(&).) 

In TASC's. view, this would require a participating- ESP',. 

who wished to provide voice storage and retrieval services 
throughout an entire city, would have to- either (1) establish some 
sort of physical presence within the serving area o~ ~ ot the 
central o~tices. located within that city or (2) bear the expense of 
establishing suena presence throughtbe installation of inter
office direct inward dialing (DID) facilities trunked-to the 
physical location of the ESP • 

. TASC alleges that the only potential ESP' already 
pOssessing a physical presence in all the central o~fices. in the 
state is Pacific. Other ESPa. would ~ foreed to, go the second 

-11-
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route of installing DID nWD.bers at consiclerabl'e expense' to 
themselves. (TASC Protest, pp. 3-4.) Thus, TASe concludes that 
Pacific is the pr~ beneficiary of the sinqla co provision of 
the above-quoted tariff. 

Pacific acknowleclqes that TASC raised some valid concerns 
reqarcUnq the technical limitations of the BSE offerinq.. However, 

"" Pacific argues that these first steps of ONA proqress must be 
"taken. Pacific states it will continue to work with ESPsto 
develop. anel make available fUnctions, features, and services wanted 
and needed by ESPs. Further, Pacific claims TASC is mistaken in 
its belief that Pacific already has a presence in all central 
offices as an ESP. Pacific's voice mail ESP must either purchase 
and place voice mail :machines in each central office,. or, purchase 
the same inter-central office DID facilities to its physical 
locations at the same, tariffed, rates other ESPs will pay~ Finally, 
Pacific points out that the FCC bas already approved Pacific's CEI 
plan to- otfer ita own voice mail service. (Pacific's Response to 
TORN, Sprint/Telenet, and TASC," pp. 12-13.) 

Does PacUiC'B proposed Market Trial 
:.eet the guide1:l:oea laid out in 
Cglmission·RelOlut1on %=110831 

Several protestants arque that the commission's 
quidelines for conducting. technology tests and Market Trials, as 
adopted by Resolution 1'-11083, are not complied with by Pacific's 
proposal. Protestants argue that offerinq these BSEa in four of 
the largest IATAs does not meet the ·small scale· "requirement of' 
the Guidelines .. 

Additionally, protestants arque that Pacific fails to 
specify any trial or' cost obj ectives, nor make any effort to 
outline criteria for measurinqtheir success in meetinq those 
obj-ectives. Protestants claim tbat" no- quidance is provided for 
'assessing the· results of ·thia costly ancl wide-ranq!Dq trial.' 
. .. ~ '. \ " 

... " 
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Pacific responds that by limitinq the Market Trial to 30 

central offices in those four LATAs, a "small scale' will result .. 
Pacific expects only one or two· ESPs to participate in the trial at 
each central office,. and there may be some offices. with no 
participation. Pacific claims it used 30 central office locations 
in order t~ qet a SUlple or between 30 and 60 ESPs. (Pacific's 
Response to TORN, Sprint/Telenet,. and TASC,. p. 8:.) 

Pacific argues it has stated its objectives for the 
Karket Trial in sufficient detail. Pacific's objectives. are: to 
gather market information concerning customer response t~the BSEs, 
to quAntify and analyze demand for the BSEs, And to use that 
information to set reasonable prices for the BSEs that meet" the 
principles set forth in Pacific's aNA plan: 

1. Prices should be set to, stimUlate the ESP 
marketplace .. 

2.. Prices should be set to optimize market 
impact of new service introcluctions on the' 
end user • 

3. Prices for access Arranqements and BSEs 
must cover their relevant costs including 
an authorized rate of return. 

4. Prices should be set to minimize the risk 
to all parties of BSE-related investment by 
reflecting the optimalservinq 
arranqements. 

s. Access arranqements and BSE prices should 
not disrupt the existinq subsidy recovery 
mechanism. (pacific"s Response to TORN, 
Sprint/Telenet,. and TASC, pp. 9-10.) 

Pacific intends to sul:lmit cost and tracking data, to CACD 
At six-month, increments. In Pacific's. view, the 'rrialGUidelines 
are being met in all respects by its proposed Market Trial" tor six 
BSEa •. 

- 13 -
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Should Paci:fic share responsibility with 
ESPs f'or educating aDd· protectiDq consuaers 
A'qa seMce and JU,llinq- PNblO-? 

While under this application, the ESPs will- be actinq 
as aqents tor end users in ordering- Pacific's services, 'I'ORN urqes 
this Commission not to absolve Pacific of its ultimate 
responsibility to- the ratepayer. TORN :believes the ESP' should not 
be solely responsible tor disconnects, customer education, and 
payment ot all BSE charqes as stated in Pacific·'s application~ 
(Application, p. 7.) 

In its Response,. Pacific indicates it will share the 
responsibility ~or consumer education and protection. Pacific 
claims it will deliver a ·customer education packaqe" to the ESPs; 

send end us~s confirmation letters about the BSE~ ordered on their 
behalt by ESPs: and disconnect an ESP' service if the end· user so 
demands, althouqh Pacitic hopes that ESPs will place disconnect 
orders. when necessary. (Pacific's. Response to 'l'tT.RN, et al. ~ 
pp. 13-14.) 

»Dol's EPsitiOD 
DRA. filed comments september 1, 1988, supportinq 

Pacific's application for B parte relief te> offer the six BSEs 
through.a Market Trial. Despite concerns raised :by protestants, 
DRA believes the Commission should endorse the §X RArte Market 
Trial in order te> encourage new telecommunications technoloqies and 

service offerings. 
DRA argues that comprehensive scrutiny ot costs behind a 

MArket Trial is not essential. DRA. notes that Commission: statt has 
reviewed cost support data submitted :by Pacific, :finding the costs' 
and charges reasonable in light ot the recurring and nonrecurring 
cb.a.rqes associated with the Market Trial.. DRA does not :believe it 
is necessa%'Y tor the Commission to hold hearings to determine the 
,pri~iilg ot these six BSEa as part of the Market 'rrial~_ ORA points 
out that theresultinq_ data on revenues, costs,. and volwnea from-a 
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successful Market Trial will enable Pacific to price its products 
over costs to meet the concerns of the Commission staff' and 'l'ORN. ' 

DRA argues that the data will also enable P~eitic t~4etermine a 
price the ESP market can bear. 

DRA rej.ects the arquments. of several protestants that the 
Commission should wait until the FCC approves Pacific's ONAplan. 
Like Pacific, DRA maintains that the FCC bas cleArly atatecl that it 
does not intend. to establish rates for or the method .. of regulating 
intrastate BSEs. Although the states and. the FCC disagree over 
other aspects of' state regulation ot enhanced services, DRA 
contends the states' authority over intrastate BSEs is. clear. 

In its September comments, ORA requests that the 
Commission attach one condition to ita ex parte approval of this 
application. ~t condition was DRA approval of a tracking plan to 
monitor the Market Trial. For example, an adequate tracking plan 
will enable the Commission staff' to monitor whether Pacific's own 
ESP' group receives preferential treatment over other ESPs. By 

letter dated october 17, 1988, DRA. withdrew its request that a 
tracking plan be approved. by ORA as a cond.1t1on of its authority to 
proceed., with the Karket Trial. since the filing of its comments,. 
ORA and Pacit'ichave reached. agreement on the procedures and· fo:r:mat 
of a tracking plan .. 
Discussion 

As a prelim;nary matter, we must resolve whether TCA's 
letter received ,August 26-,. 1988- is a late-riled. protest and if so,. 
whether the arguments raised in the letter should. be considered by 
us. , 

TCA couches its letter as one of support of the protest 
or CBCHA, rather than requesting permission to rile a late protest 
of 'its own. Pacif'ic is correct that,. as a protest, TCA'sletter is 
'lint1mely and must be rejeeteCl on procedural grounds. Since 'l'CA 
merely repeats. the objections and arqu:ments toundin other protests .. " . . , 

and considered in this' decision,. TeA suffers. no actual harm in 
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rejecting its letter as its own protest. We will accept the letter 
as a joinder in the protest o~ CBCHA.. 

We now must turn to the timely ~iled protests •. 
Ordinarily, we are disinclined to qo forward with JUt :parte 
treatment o~ an application when several protests are filed. 
However, our rules do- not guarantee protestants the right to, 
hearings; it is a matter within our discretion. We exercise that 
discretion cautiously here. 

In most instances, we believe Pacific has adequately 
responded to the concerns raised by the protestants. Likewise, we 
are comforted by ORA's endorsement of §X parte approval of this 
application. We will deny the protests as far as requests for 
hearinqs, but will condition our approval today on several 
conditions aimed, at taking into account the valid, concerns. of the 
protestants. 

As to- the issue of Whether the filing is premature, we 
aqree with Pacitic and DRA and find that this application is ready 
for decision. As Pacific correctly points out, an application to
tariff BSEs which will be used by Pacific's own voice mail 
operation. is consistent with authority qranted by the FCC in 
approving Pacific's voice mail CEl plan. Tbe only legitimate issue 
ot concern related to tederal approval might be that any authority 
qrantedunder this appliCAtion not exceed the scope of services 
whiCh were included in the CEl approval. 

Likewise, the concern of some protestants that approval 
of this application will result in a piecemeal epproach can be 
relieved through clari~ication on our part. Protestants raise,a 
legitimate concern that BSE tari~~ing eventually be considered in 
the context of broad policy issues surrounding enhanced services 
and ONA. We ~ly intenCl to address such policy issues in a broad 

. ~licy investigation concerning enhanced services which we will 
. beqin within the next several months. In the interim, however,.' we 
beli~ve that it is tully consistent with our lonq-ter.:"policy 
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considerations--and indeed furthers our eventual investigation--to 
authorize a limited market trial to provide the Commission with 
some experience on whicn to base a comprehensive yet realistic set' 
of policies tor enbanced services. We emphasize that we will not 
use any speci~ic aspect o~ the trial structure as a precedent tor 
·permanent· treatment of BSEs, and that all Commission policies 
regarding enhanced services and the FCC~s Open Network Architecture 
scheme will be 'up for grabs' when they are explicitly considered 
in tuture regulatory, framework proceedinqs. 'l'be trial terms and 
conditions will be in effect for a maximum of two years, and will 
be subject to termination or modification prior to that time to 
conform with policies established by the Commission during that 
period. In addition, the commission explicitly reserves the right 
to-make changes in the trial authority qrantedhere based on 
developments before the FCC, the 'United states Ninth Circuit Court 
of Appeals, or the Consent Decree Court. 

Tbe laCk of cost-based pricinq is another ar~a ot concern 
to several protestants. We aqree with Pacific and DRA that this 
Commission has the'authority t~determine appropriate rate levels 
for BSEs tariffed at the state level and is not compelled t~ adopt 
cost-based or any other specific pricing policy. Nevertheless, we 
wish to empbasize that we are interested in promoting the 
development of innovative new services. When we eventually set out 
our policies ~or enhanced services, our interest in protectinq 
basic ratepayers through rates which adequately cover cost will be 

balanced with a c~nsideration of the ~ftects of pricing on 
encouraqinq valuable uses of the network.. In this regard,. the 
particular price levels authorized tor this trial should not be 

regarded as e:ny indicator of the price-cost relationships which may 
eventually be adopted by the Commission, but rather will be'used to 
eventually provide us with some additional insight into how-,to
assess. the cost ~easib11ity or BSEs. in immature and highly. 
uncertain markets tor new services. 
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As to. the issue of whether only ESPs may purchase BSEs~ 
the perspectives ot both Pacific and.protestants have merit. 
Paci~ic cites some legitimate needs to be able to. identity ESPs tor 
reportinq end trial results analysis. Mel and Sprint/Telenet, 
however, raise equally important concerns about the significance of 
limitinq the availability of BSEs to ESPs. There are. a number of 
possible reasons why this Commission may eventually wish to impose 
restrictions or other special conditions on the availability of 
BSEs, includinq consideration of the effects of open arbi traqing'. of 
different rates for various forms of exchange access. There are 
several .. other reasons. why we may choose. to· reject such 
restrictions, including' consideration of the public interest in the 
development of enhanced services and the difficulty of enforcinq 
limits when the same purebaser may act as an ESP, interexebange 
carrier, and even end user in various capacities. Since the 
authority souqht is intended to try the availability of new 
functions and for no other reasons,. and since we intend to examine' 
the desirability of purchase limitations in our future 
investigation, we see no reason to impose any sueb limitations and 
to. raise such VOlatile issues at this time. We therefore direct 
Pacific to modify its proposedtarift to. allow anyone~. whether ESP' 
or not, to. purchase these trial BSEs .. 

1'0 serve the ESP" reportinq and demand analysis needs 
previously mentioned, Pacific is authorized to require purchasers 
to identity whether or not the intended use of the BSEs is 1n 
conjunction with the provision of enhanced services. 

We are extremely concerned about protestants' alleqations 
that certain el.ements of the market tri~l have the potential to. 
encourage anti-competi tve :behavior on the part of Pacific. We d.o 
not intend. that this MArket Trial allow pacific t~ irreversibly 
prejudice the competitive relationship of its own ESP operation and 
other providers. throuqhmanipulation of the Trial's terms. 
Accordinqly, it ia necessary ~or us to-add some conditi0J:Ul, to our 

"'" ~, . 
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approval of Pacific's offerinq of these first ONA 'building 
blocks.' 

I ' 

We are particularly concerned about Pacific's proposal to 
allow itself the discretion to discontinue or change the terms of 
the trial at its own initiative. Althouqh we :believe that Pacific 
should appropriately be able to initiate the termination or 
modification of the trial based on its perception ot the needs and 
interests inherent in the trial c1esiqn, we recognize the legitimate 
and· serious concerns about anticompetitive potential posed by 

Pacitic's dual role as provider of 'bottleneekW basic services and 
enhanced service competitor. We theretore req1lire Pacific to 
notify atfected parties in advance and obtain explicit commission 
approval by the advice letter process prior to· implementing any 
such termination or modification. 

Additionally, we wish to ensure that market intelligence 
qleaned by Pacific as a BSE provider is adeq1lately shielded· trom 
Pacific personnel involved with enhanced services. The protestants 
have raised a leqitimate concern here. Pacific does promise, 
without specifyinq the entire scope of its planned saf~ards, to. 
prevent such unfair access to· market intelliqence. We require in 
this order that Pacific file within 5 days and serve on all parties 
a detailed proposal for safeguardinq market intelligence about 
unaftiliated competitors' bu.sinesses. All interested parties may 
serve comments on CACO within 15 days thereafter. This proposal 
may be based, in part, on Pacific's FCC filing regarding cPNI~ but 
in any event shall address concerns raised by both competitive and 
consumer .interests.. ':rhe CACD shall determine when a reasonable and· 
~orceable plan has been developed, and may call for workshops to
resolve differences among parties it appropriate. 

TASC'a concerns regardinq the sinqle central office 
provision in the taritf is also ot concern to us. However, we 
accept' Pacific's' assert10nthat its own ESPs will receive n~ 
ad.vantage over outside ESPs because of thiS: technical restraint .. 

. . 
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We urge Pacific to work with other potential ESPs in developing, 
,tuture BSEs which will meet their needs to promote a competitive 
environment in california tor enhanced services. 

Pacd.fic is duly warned that we will be examininq the 
results. ot this Market Trial on the lookout :for any signs. of anti
competitive behavior on the part of Pacific. To further this goal, 
we will order the tracking plan aqreed upon 'by DRA and Pac;ifie 
served on CAeD within five days ot this order. The tracking plan 
will be approved upon receipt ot a letter ot endorsement from,the 
CACO. 

Similar to our serious concern regardinq'the danger ot 
anti-competitive behavior 'by Pacific, we view protection ot 
consumer interests as vital for the future growth of the enhanced 
services market. There is potential for a major expansion in: the 
incidence of consumer problems in light of an increasing· number of 
situations in which consumers will receive communications-based 
services from third parties, i.e., providers unaffiliated 'with 

local telephone companies, with whom they have not previously done 
business, and to. whom conventional utility consumer safec;uards do 
not routinely apply. We emphasize to Pacific and the enhanced 
service industry our belief in the importance of finding effective 
ways to prevent abusive practices and to provide recourse for 
aggrieved consumers in this new business environment. 

We believe that it is in the long-term business interests 
of the industry to assure that adequate protections are 'available' 
as these new services develop. our experience with 976 Intor.mation 
Access Service clearly indicates the importance of this principle 
for all participants and we know through that same experience that 
we cannot rely completely on industry cooperation. One aspect of. 
this Market Trial which we will watch closely is the nature and 

. incidence ot consumer problems. Based in part on the experience 
qained up to. that . time, we intend to· examine thoroughly in our 
u~om.in9 inveatiqation1nte> ·enhanced services the ~ent· to. which' 
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this commission will need to 18Y out 8 basic ~ramework o~ cons~er 
protections. 

P8cific 8SSerts it will share in the responsibility for 
consumer education and protection. We intend to bold Pacific to 
that commitment. In addition, we order Pacific to· track consu:mer 
complaints. and to report their number and nature on 8 quarterly 
basis to the commission's Consumer Aff8irs Division. Finally~ we 
order Pacific to add provisions in its tariff requirinq ESPa to 
provide the followinq notice prominently in all billinq for 
enhanced services using any of the trial BSEs. 

-This service is privately provided by (NAME OF 
ESP]. Complaints regarding billing or service 
should be directed to (ESP ADDRESS AND 
TELEPHONE NO.]. Although this service is NOT 
requl8ted by the california Public Utilities 
Commission, the provider of this service does 
pay for the use of regulated telephone 
facilities to provide service to you. These 
regul8ted facilities are being offered to your 
service provider on 8 temporary trial basis • 
To assist the Commission in evaluating this 
trial, you are encoura'1ecS to· inform the 
california PUblic Util1ties Commission Consu:mer 
Affairs Division of any unresolved problems at 
r CAD ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NO. J • -

We feel compelled to address a further issue closely 
related to these concerns raised by TORN. We note that Pacific has 
not requested authority in this application to provide biliinq 
services to collect unregulated enhanced services charges from the 
end user for its own enhanced service operations or for' 
unaffiliated ESP&... ABa result,. no party has addressed this 

-, . 
'. ' .... 

'10 ~, ., ~"'" ~', ' 
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issue.s However, we believe the billing issue must be raised in 
both this application and the enbanced services application 
(A~88-0S-031) pending before us. 

In 0.87-12-038', which laid out qround rules for access 
and pilling for unrequlated 97& services, we noted that: 

. 'In light of the Open Network Architecture 
(scheme) mandated by the FCC, we anticipate 
that other third parties seekin~ access to, 
telephone subscribers will requ1re the local 
exchange companies to provide access and 
billing services. The issues of whether access 
is automatic or not ••• will be revisited.' 
(D.S7-12-038., p. 28.) 

Later, we concluded that the order was: 

, ••• a transition decision in the context of the 
Commission's ongoing development and adoption 
of policies regarding access and· billing, 
arrangements for all information and enhanced 
services.' (D.8-7-12-038, p. 33.) 

We intend to address the conditions under which we may 
a.llow'billing for enhancecl" services on. the regulated Pacifieoill 

5 Pacific's amended FCC CEl plan for voice mail did indicate an 
intention at that time to bill for its own affiliated voice mail 
operation. The amended plan also indicated that Pacific did not 
have any current intention to bill for unaffiliated voice mail 
providers, although it was willing to consider doing so. The FCC 
approved Pacific's amended plan with that information regarding its 
intentions on pilling, and declined to require the provision ,of 
billing services to competitors or any other conditions on billing 
at that tilDe.. Comments on subsequent CEI plans filed at the FCC, 
however, have raised substantial controversy regardinq the 
competitive 8igni~icance of billing. The FCC has recently 
indicated that it is considering whether the ability of the BOCs to 
discriminate in offering billing services needs to })e addressed in 
its review of the BOC ONA plans. At least one Bell regional 
,holdinq. company has voluntarily offered to provide bill:Lnq on e 
nondiserlmin&tory basis to all :&SPa.. 
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with regard to both' the competi ti ye and consumer protection aspects 
of billing, in the course of our upcoming investigation into I , • 

enhanced services. 6 

As discussed in our companion order today in 'A. 88-08-0~1" 

we are concerned about Pacific's billing arrangements tor enhanced 
services. Absent any presentation by Pacific as to how the 
competitive fairness issues regarding billing should be resolved 
tor, enhanced services, we are left to impose an interim. approach. 
subject t~ later reconsideration either on our own motion or at the 
request of a party. As the decision in A.88-08'-031 states,. this 
issue will be heard in that proceeding at the earliest possible 
opportunity. 

We now turn to additional objections of Sprint/Telenet to 
several specific tariff provisions proposed by Pacific, t~wbieh 
Pacific does not respond. (Sprint/Telenet Protest, pp. 16-18.) 

We agree that the tariff language proposed in Section 
S.l.l.l.B-whieh states that BSEs IPwill only be turnished .... where 
facilities and operating conditions permitlP is too vague and open
ended. Pacific is directed. to delete this language,. but as part ot 
its advice letter filing of tariffs in compliance with this order 
shall instead insert any specific technical ·limitations .. 

sprint/Telenet's concern with how capacity limitations in 
particular will be handled is also, well-founded.. (Sprint/'I'elenet 
Protest, pp. 16-17.) As part ot its specific techniealliJnitations 
therefore, Pacific shall indieate the number of 1P1nput/output 

& On Occasion we may,. tor convenience, refer to enhanced· 
services, like 97& intormation provider services as lPunregulatedlP 
services. The regulatory status of enhanced services is,. ot 
course, at issue in the computer Inquiry III appeal.. Furthermore, 
we mean *unrequlatecllP loosely in the sense that we clo not 
comprehensively set prices and all terms and conditions o~ the 
,service.. We may still, however, set some limited terms and 
conditions roroompetitive or consumer protection purposes .. 
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ports" installed as ot the eftecti ve date of this orcl.er and which 
are available ~or this trial, and consequently the number of trial 
participants that may be accommodated in each central office within 
existing tacilities. service under this trial authority shall be 

limited to the stated. port capacity, unless moclified through an 
additional advice letter filing- In addition, Pacific shall 
indicate in its compliance filing how it will allocate port 
capacity in the event that demand is greater than availability. 

Sprint/Telenet's objection to proposed Tariff Section 
S.11.1.C.2_~.2 which requires the prior approval by Pacific of ESP 
advertising is also reasonable. Although Pacific has a legitimate 
interest in preventing ESPs from implying any endorsement by 
Pacific of unaffiliated providers' serviee£, the proposed provision . . 
is unreasonably broad tor this purpose. We find the approval of 
"language" from which Pacific's n~e might be implied to be 
part~cularly intrusive as it would appear to require even. the 
mention that a competitor's service involves call forwarding, for 
example, be subject to prior approval. We therefore order Pacific 
to delete the word "languaqe" ·from this tariff section. 

We dismiss the other objections. to specific taritf 
proviSions at this time, and determine that the remainins tariff 
l~9Uage is reasonable given Pacific's service quality obligations. 
Should trial participants find the actual application of any 
provision to be abusive, however, our existinq complaint process 
remains available.t~ resolve such disputes. We also· reserve the 
right to' revisit our approval of these provisions should a pattern 
of abuse develop. 

In conclusion, we stress that our handlinq of ~ese tirst 
six BSEs a parte in no way predisposes the issue of .how future 
ONA-related of~erinqs will be handled. All protestants. have the 
right t~ participate in the eventual, hearings which will ,encompass 
brOaderONA ,issues. in a tuture proceeding. ". 
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PinsJings o( PAct 
1. paci:ric adequately responded ,to some o~ the issues raised 

in the protests. 
2". Hearings are not necessary in this ease because o~ the 

conditions we have imposed on the requested authority. 
3. TCA's letter was too late to' be accepted as an 

independent protest,. but will be viewed as a joinder in CBCHA.' s 
protest .. ' 

4. ~e commission need not wait until the FCC has approved 
Pacific's ONA, plan to authorize this Market Trial ~or six BSEs 
under a provisional tariff. 

S. The commission reserves the right to make changes in the 
Market Trial authority granted here clue to, developments be~ore the 
FCC, the Unitec1 states Ninth Circuit Court o~ Appeals,. or the 
consent Decree Court. 

6. Tbe particular price levels authorized in this Market 
Trial are not an indicator o~ the price cost relationships which 
may be eventually adopted ~y the Commission ~or BSEs* 

7. The protestants' concerns that the proposed Market Trial 
may have the potential to encourage anti-competitive behavior on 
Pacific's part, require the Commission to impose certain conditions 
on the authority granted by the decision. 

8. Paci:tic is directed to. allow anyone, whether ESP' or not" 
to purchase these trial BSEs since the purpose ot the Market Trial 
is to. test demand ~or the BSEs .. 

9. Paci~ic should require purchasers to identity whether or 
not the intended use ot the BSEs is to provide enhanced services., 

10. As raised by the protestants, Pacific's proposal to allow 
itself, the discretion to discontinue or change the terms ot the 
trial at its own initiative has anti-competitive potential. 

11. It is reasonable to require Pacific to notify affected 
Parties in, advance and 'obtain explicit· commission approval by' 
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.. 
advice letter prior to implementing any termination or modification 
of the trial. 

12.. Pacific <Jives no details. regarding safeguards it will 
employ to shield market intelliqence on the BSEs from its personnel 
involved with enhanced services. 

13.. The concerns of the protestants reqardinq. access to 
market intelliq.ance require the filinq of a detailed proposal for 
safeguarding market intelligence by Pacific within S- days of this 
order with service on all parties. 

14 ~ Pacific ancl ORA have not served their agreed upon 
tra~g plan on all parties to this proceeding. 

15. Protection of consumer interests is vital for the future 
growth ot the enhanced services market. 

16. Pacitic is required to track consumer complaints and 
report their number and nature to the commission' sConSWDer Affairs 
Division. 

17. Since Pacific made no- mention of providing billing 
services in its application, no party addressed the issue in its 
protest. 

18.. The proposed taritf language in Section 5.11 .. 1.8,. stating 
that »SEa 'will only be turn1shed ••• where facilities and operating 
conditions permit' is t~broad. 

19. Pacific's proposed tariff section regarding prior 
approval of ES~ advertising is overbroad as tar as requiring 
approval of 'language from which. Pacific's name might be implied.' 
~oDelUBioDs or Loy 

1.. Ex parte treatment of this application is reasonable an4 
it should be granted conditioned on therequirem.ents set forth ,in 
the ordering paragraphs below. 

,2'. TCA's- letter of August 17, 1988, should be rejected· as a' 
,l~te-filed protest. ' ' 

, ' . 3. An iI1terim treatment for Pacific's. billing' has been 
decided to4ayin A-88-08-031. 
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OBUEB: 

, ' 

IT 1:S' ORDERED that =-

1. Pacific Bell (Pacific) is granted ~. parte authority t~ 
proceed with a Market Trial tor six Basic Service Elements (BSEs) 
under a two-year provisional tariff, conditioned on the following: 

a. Pacific shall allow anyone to purchase 
BSEs.. 

b. Pacific shall require purchasers to 
identity whether or not the intended use of 
the BSEs is to proyide enhanced services .. 

c. Pacific shall notify affected parties in 
advance and obtain explicit Commission 
approval through the advice letter proposal 
process prior to implementing any 
termination or modification of the Trial. 

d. Pacific shall file a detailed proposal for 
safeguarding market intelligence from 
Pacific's enhanced services personnel 
regarding this Market Trial with the 
commission Advisory and compliance Division 
(CACO) within S days of this order, serving 
all interested parties. All interested 
parties may submit comments to CACO within 
lS days thereafter. CACD shall determine 
when a reasonable plan has been developed 
and may hold workshops if appropriate. 

e. 

f. 

9-

Pacific shall serve the tracking plan 
agreed to with Division of Ratepayer 
Advocates on all parties and CACD within 5 
days. of this order. The tracking plan will 
be approved upon receipt of a letter of 
endorsement from the CACD. 

Pacific shall track consumer complaints and 
report their nu:mber and nature on a 
quarterly basis to the Commission"s 
Consumer Affairs Division. 

Pacific shall add provisions to its tariff 
requirinq' enhanced. service providers to- . 
prominently provide the following notic~ in . 

·/ .. 
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all billinq tor enhanced services usinq any 
of the Tri~l BSEs. 

I • 

'This service is privately proviaed by (NAME 
OF ESP). Complaints reqardinq billinq or 
sexvice should be directed to (ESP" ADDRESS 
AND TELEPHONE NO. J • Al tbou~h this service 
is NOT regulated by the cal~tornia PUblic 
utilities Commission, the provider of this 
service does pay tor the use ot regulated 
telephone facilities to provide service to 
you. These requlated tacilities are beinq 
oftered to your service provider on a 
temporary trial basis.. To assist the 
commission in evaluatinq this trial, ~ou 
are encouraged to intorm the californ1a 
PUblic Utilities commission Consumer 
Affairs Branen of any unresolved problems 
at (CAB ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NO.) .. ' 

h. Pacific shall modify its tariff provisions 
in S_ll.l.~to state any specific technical 
ltm1tations reqardinq the provision of 
BSEs... Reqardinq capacity limitations 
Pacifie shall indicate the number of 
'input/output portsW installe~ as ot the 
eftective date of this order and which are 
available for this trial~ Pacific shall 
also. indicate the number ot trial 
participants that may be accommodated in 
each central office .. 

i .. 

j. 

Service shall be limited in this. Market 
Trial t~ stated port capacity and Pacific 
shall include in its tariff a method for 
alloeatinC] port capacity in the event 
demand is greater than availability. 

Pacific· shall delete the word 'lan9\laqe' 
trom.ita proposed· tariff seetion 
S,.1.l..1 .. C.2.b.2 .. 
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2. When all ot the conditions provided by orderinq 
paraqraph 1 nave been met, Paci~ic shall ~ile a compliance tari~f 
tilinq with service on all protestants. That compliance filinq 
shall be eftective upon resolution by the commission. 

.. ,,.', 

This order is effeetive today. 
Dated NOV 9 1988 , at san Francisco, california •. 
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